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� Mathematica in the Classroom

There are a lot of softwares saying ‘‘this software helps teaching in the classroom.’’  However, not a small number of
them are  nothing  but  quiz-and-answer  programs.  Using  those  quiz-and-answer  programs   in  the  classroom,  the
classroom activities may fall into a boring job to find out the answers that already prepared by the teachers. In such a
case, what the students will get may be nothing more than what the teachers provides. Even if the programs can handle
hypertext/audio/visual very well, it does not matter much. 

Mathematica  is  completely  different  from such  kind  of  quiz-and-answer  programs.  Using  Mathematica,  We  can
modify, transform, analyze and  synthesize the materials at our hands. Such functions of Mathematica will empower the
students to explore the fields of their own interest by theirselves. That is one of the main reasons why we choose Mathe›
matica in the classroom. 

It is the interaction between man and machne that will empower the students. Knowing how the other classmates think
or  what is the idea of others, will be a good stimulus for the students. If there weren’t such interactions, the classroom is
not a classroom. 

Mathematica has a possibility to help such man-to-man  interactions effectively, however, unfortunately, the standard
version of Mathematica does not have such functios.  

� Our goal

Our goal of this project are:

(1) To Make a program which helps various types of communications such as one-to-one,  one-to-all  and one-to-
several,

(2)  The  program should  handle  not  only  text  but  also various formats;  structured text,  mathematical formula,  and
pictures.

(3) The program can be used easily by the student,

(4) The program can be easily customized by the teacher for their special needs.

We chose Mathematica as a developing language. So the half of (2), (3) and (4) are already achieved.  Since Mathemat›
ica objects such as Mathematica programs, mathematical formula, buttons, palettes, Notebooks,  are all expressions. We
can exchange them on the network in a unified way. This simplicity makes the program very easy. And Mathematica is
probably one of the most friendly systems for both students and teachers.

The rest of our job is to make facilities which enables interactions among Mathematica sessions. 
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� Serializer

To enable asynchronous communications among multiple Mathematica sessions, we built a MathLink program named
Serializer. 

In an ordinary Mathematica session, the expressions input from the front end are transferred directly to the kernel via
MathLink. Kernel evaluates the received expression, then return the result, which is also an expression,  back to the front
end via MathLink.

Show Import "normal.gif" ;

Fig.1 Front end and Kernel communicate over a MathLink link.

Using MathLink libraries, the cell selected on Machine A’s Notebook object  nb  can be sent to and shown on the
selected Notebook on Machine B. 

� Machine A �

link � LinkCreate "3000" ;
LinkWrite link, NotebookRead nb

� Machine B �

link � LinkConnect "3000� ip.addr.of.machine_a" ;
NotebookWrite SelectedNotebook , LinkRead link

In this program, both Mathematica sessions are blocked until the LinkRead/LinkWrite is completed.

The basic idea of our Serializer is like above, however, which is programmed those block has never occured.

The Serializer locates between the front end the kernel, coordinates the flow of expressions among the front end, kernel
and the MathLink ports which may be dynamically opened and closed by the user.  Fig.2 depicts a Serializer which has
just  a  single additional MathLink  port  opened,  however,   Serializer has no restrictions in the maximum number of
MathLink port opened in nature.

Show Import "serializer.gif" ;

Fig.2 Serializer resides between front end and kernel and can open MathLink ports to communicate with other Mathematica sessions. 

Serializer can work on Windows, MacOS and Unix machines. So, we don’t need to care about what kind of platforms
are used in the classroom. 
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� Serializer Configuration

Configuring Serializer is very easy. Copying Serializer package and a Serializer binaries onto appropriate places. In
Unix boxes, the places  may be  /usr/local/mathematica/AddOns/ and  /usr/local/bin/. 

If the copy is finished, rest of the job is to configure the Serializer a remote kernel. 

Choose ‘‘Kernel configuration options ...’’ submenu from the ‘‘Kernel’’ menu, �configure Serializer simply as a remote
kernel.

Show Import "config.gif" ;

Fig. 3 Example of Serializer configuration.

And then, selecting Serializer in  the ‘‘Notebook’s Kernel’’ menu. Done. 

At this time, using the Serializer as the Default kernel is not a bad idea. Unless no expression arrived at the opened ports
or there is no port opened for remote Mathematica sessions, Serializer acts as a transparent  link between the front end
and the kernel.  In addition, users can use functions provided in the Serializer package. PacketMonitor[ ] is a miscella›
neous function which displays the expressions transferred over the Serializer one by one. PacketMonitor[ ] will be useful
when debugging Mathematica programs. 

� Serializer Primitives

Serializer provides several primitives,  however, we decided to use only the next two primitives in the first edition of our
program.

OpenServer port_String, linkProtocol_String

will opens local machine’s MathLink port. Serializer checks this port for a expression in addition to the link to the front
end. If an expression is found,  Serializer will fetch  it and pass it the the kernel. If kernel returns expressions, Serializer
leads them to the appropriate direction. 

SendAnExpression portHost_String, expr_

will send an expression to remote machine’s opened port, "port@host". To prevent evaluating the expression expr by the
local kernel, SendAnExpression has HoldAll attribute.
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� Serializer Examples

Assume there are two machines A and B connected with TCP/IP network, on both Serializer package has been installed.

When start a Mathematica session,  Serializer will be launched if configured correctly. Then the Serializer will launch
the kernel.

Then, open a port 3000 by evaluationg next function in  A. (A> and B> are  prompts. They are not a part of Mathemat›
ica expression).

A � OpenServer "3000", "TCP"

Then evaluating the next function in  B.  Assume  A’s IP address is xx.yy.zz.ww. FQDN can be used istead of IP
address if DNS is available.

B � SendAnExpression "3000� xx.yy.zz.ww", nb � NotebookCreate

The expression nb=NotebookCreate[ ] evaluated on A. As a result, a new Notebook window will appear on A’s screen.
The newly created window is referred by a symbol nb on A.

B � SendAnExpression "3000� xx.yy.zz.ww", NotebookClose nb

will close the remote Notebook just opened. 

We can interact with remote Mathematica sessions in this way using Serializer. 

� Classroom Session

Assume all classroom attendances, including the teacher, have their own Mathematica and that the machines are con›
nected TCP/IP network.

On a server machine, which may be used by the teacher, following expressions should be evaluated before the classroom
session starts.

OpenServer "3000", "TCP"

createBlackboard "broadcast"

createBlackboard "discussion"

The createBlackboard[theme_String] is  a  function for  creating a  virtual blackboard object  named "theme" used for
receiving broadcast and discussion messages described later. It also initialize the  receivers’ database. In above example,
two blackboard "broadcast" and "discussion" are created.

On a Client machine, which will used by the students, however, teacher can become a client, too, should evaluate the
followings to receive broadcast from the server and to join the discussion group,"discussion". If subscribe[ ] goes well, a
Notebook will opened on the client’s display. The Notebook is used as a receiver of broadcast/discussion during a
classroom session.

OpenServer "3000", "TCP"

subscribe "3000� teacher", "broadcast", myAddr

subscribe "3000� teacher", "discussion", myAddr

subscribe[ ] can be defined as follows;
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subscribe portHost_, theme_, addr_ : �
SendAnExpression portHost, register theme, addr

This function will  be used by the client to  subscribe broadcast/discussion service. If  the subscriotion is allowed, a
notebook for  receiving their  messages will be opened on the client’s display. The function register[theme, addr] is
evaluated by the server to append the client  to its database of subscribers.

The function myAddr[] returns client’s opened port and its IP adress as a string, like, "3000@192.168.0.1".

� Asynchronous communication between Mathematica sessions

As we see before, we can send arbitrary expressions to the remote Mathematica sessions using the Serializer primitive,
SendAnExpression[ ].

The following  is an example to exchange Notebooks over the Serializer sessions;

sendNotebook portHost_, expr_Notebook : �
SendAnExpression portHost, NotebookPut expr

The function will be used in this way;

sendNotebook "3000� xx.yy.zz.ww", NotebookGet SelectedNotebook

Since the comminication between Serializers takes place asynchoronously, the users do not need to take care to receive
those expressions.

This function can be used one-to-one  communication. To make a button that execute above function is easy. 

� Broadcast a selected cell

The purpose of broadcast is  let  the subscribers to know some information simultaneously. Broadcast is a one-way
communication, mainly executed by teacher, take places asynchronously. Broadcast can be defined using Map[ ]. 

broadcast expr_Cell, theme_ : �
Map SendAnExpression #,

SelectionMove receiver theme , After, Notebook ;
NotebookWrite receiver theme , expr &, mySubscribers theme

where receiver[theme] is a function evaluated by the remote Mathematica which returns a name of notebook object for
receive the broadcast, �and locally evaluated function mySubscribers[ ] returns a list of subscribers of theme such as
{"port1@host1", "port2@host2",...}. 

Using this, a locally selected cell, that may be a mathematics formula, a  Mathematica object or a picture can be broad›
cast to the subscribers by;

broadcast NotebookRead SelectedNotebook , "broadcast"

To make a button that execute above function is also easy. This function can be used one-to-many  or one-to-all  one-
way communication. 

The  broadcast  subscrivers  can  continuously  do  their  jobs  while  receiving  the  broadcast.  Serializer  asynchronously
receives the broadcast messages  and displays the message on the Notebook prepared for the broadcast.
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�  Discussion board 

Discussion board is  a  Notebook for  two-way  communication, used by both students and teachers.  When someone
submit a  message to a  discussion board,  the message will be broadcast to the subscribers of the discussion board.
Discussion board can be defined using SendAnExpression[ ] and broadcast[ ] we just defined above.

submit expr_Cell, theme_ : � SendAnExpression "3000� server", broadcast expr, theme

To make a button which execute submit[ ] is, again, also easy.

As same as broadcast, writings to the discussion board will be displayed to the subscribers  Notebook s asynchoronously.

� Example of a Classroom Session

Below is a typical example of classroom sessions.  The session is made up of four windows and one pallets. 

Show Import "example.gif"

� Graphics �

The left most window is used for private session with local Mathematica. Students (and Teachers) can do their job in
this window, or if they wish, they can open other windows. 
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The upper right window is for receiving broadcast. Two broadcast message has arrived. The messages can be evaluated
in place if the receiver wants. See the integral expression on the window. 

The bottom right window is for a discussion. Students can write(we call it submission) their ideas and opinions to here.
The writings are shared among discussion subscribers. In the example, a 3D graphic has been submitted. The submitted
expressions can be evaluated in place. 

A small palate located on the broadcast window has two buttons, broadcast and submit. One of those buttons is for
sending a cell selected as broadcast and another one is for submitting a cell selected to a discussion board. 

The window located at the center, front  is the one the another Mathematica session sent to me. On the notebook, a
‘‘reply to me’’ button is seen. Pushing the button, some replying action will take place. I don’t know the definition of
replying funcion, because the button is  programmed by the remote user. Do you afraid bad programs embedded in the
button? Hit Shift+Mod1+E to check the function definition before pusing the button. 

� Summary

We developped a Mathematica program which helps teaching/ learning in the classroom.

Since the program is written in  Mathematica,  not only a plain text but also structured information, such as mathemati›
cal formula, pictures, Notebooks and so o, can be treated as expressions, which are exchanged among Mathematica
sessions. 

To enable interaction among Mathematica sessions, we developped a MathLink program. We name it Serializer. 

Asynchronous one-to-one,  one-to-many  and one-to-all  communications are available using the Serializer.
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